Experimental Investigation of Human Gait Recognition Database using Wearable Sensors
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ABSTRACT

In this research human gait database is collected using different possible methods such as Wearable sensors, Smartphone and Cameras. For a gait recognition accelerometer data from wearable shimmer modules and smartphone are used. Data from different sensors location is compared to know which sensor location have better recognition rate. Different walking scenarios like slow, normal and fast walk were investigated. Wearable sensors and smartphone data are compared to know whether mobile phones can be used for gait recognition or not. Also effects of age, height, weight on gait recognition are also studied. The obtained results of gait biometric matrices like Genuine Recognition Rate (GRR), Total Recognition Rate (TRR) and Equal Error Rate (EER) showed better results. EER in different walking scenarios ranged from 0.17% to 2.27% for the five wearable sensors at different locations, whereas EER results of smartphone data ranged from 1.23% to 4.07%. For sensors located at leg, pocket and hand the average GRR value falls with increase in age group, while for sensors located at upper pocket and bag, the GRR value doesn't follow any trend. Moreover GRR results on all sensors show no significance regarding height or weight variations.

1. Introduction

This paper is an extension of work originally presented in BioSMART, the 2nd International Conference on Bio-engineering for Smart Technologies” titled ‘Biometric Database for Human Gait Recognition using Wearable Sensors and a Smartphone’ [1]. Biometric identifiers are typical, quantifiable characters that can be used to identify and label individuals. The identifiers can be either physiological or behavioural. Physiological characteristics include, but are not limited to fingerprint, iris recognition, face recognition, retina, and palm print etc., everything related to shape of the body. Behavioural characteristics include, but are not limited to gait, voice, typing rhythm etc. They are related to pattern of behaviour of a person. Biometric identifiers are unique for each person and they can be used as a reliable means to verify identity or as a means of authentication. But collection of biometric identifiers might raise concerns about privacy and questions about how secure the collected data is. Extensive use of biometric systems has been done in different fields such as forensics for criminal identification, electronic gadgets access, human activity recognition, health status [2]. Although extensive research has been going on in the field of biometric identification and authentication for the last decade, all this has been limited to the topics of face recognition, iris recognition, voice recognition, fingerprint recognition etc. Identification of individual using their gait is an idea which is least explored and not put into practise extensively [3]. Gait recognition is defined as “automatic identification of an individual based on the style of walking” [3]. Gait is the manner in which a person walks and it is more distinctive than we realise and so a person can be identified using his walking pattern from a distance [4]. Lot of research and thought has been put into human gait recognition using floor sensors (FS), machine vision (MV) and wearable sensors (WS) [5]. Most of previous works in gait recognition were based on machine vision techniques, i.e. analysing video or a sequence of images to collect patterns. Both MV and FS based techniques have their disadvantages. MV based techniques have many interfering variables [6] and FS based technique have costly floor sensors. Recently WS using accelerometers were used for gait recognition.
and nowadays every smartphone has an accelerometer giving a new direction to the gait recognition researches. Our model incorporates different widely used emerging technologies in human gait recognition. Wearable sensors, and Smartphone accelerometer two such technologies. In our experiment thought has been given to various walking scenarios and other variables such as age, weight, and height. The data acquired from the various sensors are then compared with testing data set. Different comparison methods give the matching percentage and best suited gait data. Figure 1 shows the outline of the data process that takes place in our work.

2. Methodology

2.1. Database Collection

In a hall of 10x25 meters (indoor experiment), human gait database was collected using five wearable shimmer [7] sensor modules (integrated 3 axis MEMS accelerometer and gyroscope), and one smartphone Samsung Galaxy Note (with inbuilt NT70000 K3DH acceleration and K3G gyroscope sensors) [8], [9]. Data collected from these three techniques are saved with details like participant name, participant ID and type of walk in .dat, .csv, and .jpg formats respectively for further processing. None of the subjects has any known gait abnormalities. Figure 2 shows the overall setup for gait data collection. In this section we will talk in details about our experimental setup and collected methodologies.

2.2. Wearable Accelerometer and Gyroscope Sensors

From a group of 50 people comprising of 37 males and 13 females of varying age range from 14 to 52 years’ accelerometer and gyroscope data regarding gait is collected. The average age, height and weight of subjects is 26.6 years, 173.8cm and 71.2 Kg respectively. The general information regarding each subject like name, age, height, weight, and footwear are collected and kept securely for further data analysis. A walking protocol was developed and each subject were follow that protocols, which includes walking with different speeds like slow, normal and fast walk throughout the experiment. i.e. subjects should wait for 3 seconds before they start walking, then walk for a distance of four meters, then wait another 3 seconds and then walk the same distance to and fro for a duration of 45 seconds. The above same procedure was repeated for all other three types of walk.

Five wireless sensors modules (Shimmer 2r) are attached to different locations on human body like on L/R hand, L/R leg, L/R pant pocket, L/R shirt pocket and hand bag (Figure 3). The sensor locations for this study are chosen based on where a normal person carries his phone (like in pant pocket, hand, bag, upper pocket).

![Figure 1. Overall process of gait cycle signal processing](image1)

![Figure 2. Experimental lab used in our study](image2)

![Figure 3. Shimmer sensor locations](image3)

![Figure 4. Shimmer 2R wearable sensor](image4)

Shimmer sensor module is a small wireless sensor platform that can record and transmit physiological and kinematic data in real-time (Figure 4). Each shimmer wireless sensor has on-board microcontroller (MSP430), wireless communication via Bluetooth or 802.15.4 low power radio and local storage to micro SD card [10], [11]. The unit also has integrated 3 axis MEMS accelerometer (Free scale MMA7361) and gyroscope for motion sensing, activity monitoring and inertia measurement application. All five Shimmer sensor modules are calibrated using ‘Shimmer 9DOF Calibration application’.

Data acquisition software named ‘Multi-Shimmer Sync’ developed by shimmer research group was used to synchronize all five shimmer modules and to transmit streamed data to PC through Bluetooth. Multi-Shimmer Sync is an application which allows for the configuration and synchronized data capture from multiple Shimmers (Figure 5) [12], [13]. All five shimmer sensor modules are configured with ±1.5g acceleration range, this range is chosen because most of the smartphone’s inbuilt accelerometers have same range. Sampling rate is set to 51.2 Hz
to avoid any data transmission loss. Total data collection time for each subject is approximately 4.5 minutes. Collected data are finally stored in PC in .dat format for further processing in MATLAB.

2.3. Smartphone accelerometer and Gyroscope

From a group of 23 subjects comprising of 16 males and 7 females of a varying age group from 21 to 39 years. The average age, height and weight of collected subjects is 27 years, 172.2 cm and 72.08 Kg respectively. Smartphone Samsung galaxy note, with inbuilt NT70000 K3DH acceleration [14] and K3G gyroscope sensors are used to capture data [15]. Android application named 'Sensor pro list' is used to capture sensor data. Captured sensor data is then transferred to PC through Bluetooth. [16], [17]. Each subject is asked to hold the phone in hand like how they normally carry it [18]. Each subject is also asked to select the log on and log off (i.e. to start and stop) of mobile android application and walk in similar walk protocol as explained earlier [19], [20]. Table 1 shows the comparison study of database collected using two techniques.

3. Processing of Accelerometer Data

Raw data from all shimmer sensors modules is saved in DAT file format. Each subject file contains information of the five sensors. Each sensor data consists of time stamp, accelerometer (in x, y, and z axis) and gyroscope (in x, y, and z axis). similarly, smartphone data is a saved in CSV file format. Each subject smartphone sensor data also consists of time stamp, accelerometer (in x, y, and z axis) and gyroscope (in x, y and z axis).

3.1. Data Preprocessing

3.1.1 Data reading

The data reading procedure is divided into three steps. In first step, each participant data such as name, ID, height, weight, gender, age, sensor location is read one by one which are stored in excel file. In second step, sensor data files of each participant are read from assigned folders and subfolders for creation of gait database features. Finally, all data files are exported to MatLab and headers of each file are read to identify each subject recorded

![Sample gait data collection with Multi shimmer sync software](image)

Table 1. Comparison of the two techniques

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Wearable Shimmer sensor</th>
<th>Smartphone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensor specification</td>
<td>Five Shimmer 2r's with inbuilt 3-axis MEMS Freescale MMA 7361 accelerometer</td>
<td>One Samsung Galaxy Note (inbuilt K3DH acceleration &amp; K3G gyroscope sensors)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer interface</td>
<td>Bluetooth</td>
<td>Bluetooth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software used</td>
<td>Multi Shimmer Sync</td>
<td>Sensor Pro list</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range of sensor</td>
<td>+/-1.5 g</td>
<td>+/-1.5 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor sampling frequency</td>
<td>51.5 Hz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location of sensor</td>
<td>Leg, Hand wrist, pant pocket, Shirt pocket and bag (left and right side)</td>
<td>Hand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of participants</td>
<td>50(37 male, 13 female)</td>
<td>23 (16 male, 7 female)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range of age</td>
<td>14 to 52 years</td>
<td>21 to 39 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean of age</td>
<td>26.6 years</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range of height</td>
<td>150-193 cm</td>
<td>154-189 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean height</td>
<td>173.8 cm</td>
<td>172.2 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range of weight</td>
<td>50 to 107 kg</td>
<td>50 to 105 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean weight</td>
<td>71.2 kg</td>
<td>72.08 kg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
sensor data belong to which sensor location (like leg data, hand data, pocket data etc.) and to which data such as accelerometer, gyroscope and time stamp values. Since each sensor at different body location has different processing techniques such as data recorded from leg is entirely different from data recorded from pocket; therefore, data each particular sensor is identified and processed with techniques explained below. Processing methods also depends on the sensors used for data collection, like sampling frequency of sensor, location of sensor. Effective preprocessing techniques improve recognition rate. Figure 6 shows a flow chart of data processing of testing and training data.

3.1.2 Data processing

Resultant vector: The output from various accelerometers data will vary depending on how the shimmer sensor modules are oriented and also all three different axes have varying moments. To overcome this problem, the resultant vector (xyz) of the accelerometer in X, Y, and Z axis output is calculated using Euclidean norm as given in (1). The first three plots of Figure 7 shows X, Y, Z plots. The last plot in Figure 7 shows the resultant vector of all axes.

$$xyz = \sqrt{x^2 + y^2 + z^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Interpolation: Raw accelerometer data has irregular periodic intervals therefore interpolation is needed to have data samples at regular intervals. Interpolation [21] is a method of constructing new data points within the range of a discrete set of known data points. Many interpolation methods like linear, polynomial, spline interpolation methods can be used. In our work, spline interpolation of period 10 m sec is used. Spline interpolation [22] uses low-degree polynomials in each of the intervals, and chooses the polynomial pieces such that they fit smoothly together [23].

Noise removal: Weighted moving average (WMA) method is applied to our interpolated data to remove unwanted noise from the signal. This method is fast and easy to implement. In WMA method, the nearest neighbors are more important than those more away, while in other methods all the neighbors have equal weight. The formula for WMA with a sliding window of size 5 is given in (2).

$$wma = \frac{(x_{t-2}+1) + (x_{t-1}+2) + (x_t+3) + (x_{t+1}+2) + (x_{t+2}+1)}{5}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where: $x_t$ is the acceleration value at position $t$

Amplitude Normalization: For easy computations, raw accelerometer data is normalized from 0 to 1 as shown in Figure 8 by applying (3).

$$newsi = \frac{xyzif-mi}{ma-mi}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Where: $newsi$ - amplitude normalized signal

$xyzif$ - interpolated and filtered signal of accelerometer resultant vector signal

$mi$ - minimum range of sensor

$ma$ - maximum range of sensor

3.1.3 Gait cycles extraction and Time Normalization

Cycle Detection: A gait cycle will comprise of two footsteps and it is detected by finding the minimum points in a given cycle.
The end of the preceding one will mark the start of each cycle up to final cycle of the gait signal. Fake minimum points are eliminated by calculating mean cycle time and standard deviation. If a gait cycle has a cycle length which falls outside of the mean time ± standard deviation is considered to be as fake cycles and will be eliminated. Since all sensors collect gait data whose minimum points should mark the start of another gait cycle, the gait detection algorithm will work for all the sensors used. In Figure 9, the first plot shows extracted gait cycles from an amplitude normalized signal. Cycle length as well as mean length of all gait cycles are estimated and saved as feature vectors. There are chances that the length of each gait cycle might vary from cycle to cycle; therefore, normalization of signal in time is needed. Gait cycles are normalized to 1 second duration. Here 1 second is chosen as a random standard value. Figure 9 shows difference between normalized and un-normalized gait cycles.

In some cases, after time normalization also fake cycles are observed, so again these fake cycles are eliminated by calculating trimmed mean cycle (TM cycle). TM cycle is calculated by calculating mean and standard deviation (SD) of all gait cycles and if point lies beyond ±SD of mean cycle then that particular cycles eliminated. Figure 10 shows a normalized trimmed gait cycle.

3.1.4 Normalization of Mean gait

After elimination of fake cycles, Mean cycle, Median cycle and Trimmed mean cycle are calculated to represent a gait cycle feature vectors. Mean cycle refers to the time domain waveform at which each time sample represents the mean cycle value over a fixed time window of the gait cycle length. Median cycle refers to the time domain waveform at which each time sample represents the median cycle value over a fixed time window of the gait cycle length. Mean, Median and TM gait cycle which is normalized in time (for 100 samples) and in amplitude (0 to 1 range) is then stored in an array of 100 values are stored in Microsoft excel.

![Figure 9. Un-Normalized and Normalized gait cycles](image)

Since each sensor at different body location has different processing techniques such as data recorded from leg is entirely different from data recorded from pocket; therefore, each sensor is identified and processed with techniques explained below. Processing of different sensors varies in cutoff and in elimination of fake cycles techniques.

3.2. Elimination of fake cycles

Before calculating average gait cycle fake cycles can be eliminated by using following techniques:

1. By calculating mean cycle length (MCL) and standard deviation (SD) of all gait cycles which lie beyond MCL ± SD are eliminated.

2. By calculating trimmed mean (TM) cycle of all cycles. TM cycle is obtained by calculating mean of cycle points which lie between Mean cycle point ± SD of cycle point and cycle points which lie beyond range are eliminated.

3. By matching maximum point of all gait cycles i.e. by calculating mean gait cycle and searching maximum point of each cycle around SD of mean gait cycle maximum point.

3.3. Data analysis for obtaining results

This section explains how data has been analysed for obtaining results.

3.3.1 Analyzing methods

This sub section explains the calculation of gait biometric system performance metrics like FAR, FRR, EER, TRR and FRR [24]. The performance metrics are calculated by creating Distance score tables and explained below.

**Distance score table calculation**: Obtained average gait cycles for all subjects for different walks (SW, NW, FW) at different sensor location for both smartphone data and wearable data are compared against each other. Distance metrics like Manhatten and Euclidean methods are used and explained below:

**Manhatten distance**: This is also known as absolute distance and the formula is shown in (4). Manhattan distance between two points is the sum of the absolute difference in their Cartesian coordinates. In addition, this distance metric is the computationally least expensive one.

\[
d_m = \sum |x_1 - x_2|
\]  

(4)

**Hamming distance**: Hamming distance is utilized to detect and correct errors in digital communication. Hamming distance between two data are said to be the least number of changes that could make both the data same. For example, the hamming
distance between ‘name’ and ‘meme’ is 2 and between 337895 and 235817 is 4.

Euclidean distance: This is a slight modification of the Manhattan distance, see (5). Instead of taking the sum of the absolute differences we now take the square root of the sum of all differences squared.

\[ dh = \sqrt{\sum (x1 - x2)^2} \] (5)

From distance metric methods a score tables are generated. Valid subject has a less distance score as compared to not valid subjects. Distance score table is classified into accepted and rejected matches based on classifier cutoff. Classifier cutoff is chosen from percentage of maximum score value from score table. Accepted matches again have two cases like Genuine Accepted Match (GAM) and Fraud Accepted Match (FAM). GAM is accepted match of correct subject i.e. accepted match is of correct subject and is recognized by classifier. FAR is counted when a false match is accepted and recognized as correct match. Similarly rejected matches have two cases like Genuine Rejected Match (GRM) and Fraud Rejected Match (FRM). GRM is genuine match is supposed to be accepted but is not recognized. FRM is counted when false match is accepted and recognized as an incorrect match. FAR is fraudulent match is supposed to be accepted but is recognized as incorrect.

Biometric matrices like False acceptance rate (FAR), false reject rate (FRR), Total recognition rate (TRR), Genuine recognition rate (GRR) and Equal error rate (ERR) are calculated from generated score table and are explained as below.

False acceptance rate (FAR) is a measure of how precisely biometric data can be compared and recognized (6). It represents the chance that the comparison will accept a wrong input as an affirmative match. The input is not supposed to match with the template data but invariably the system considers this match to be correct. FAR is calculated by testing known biometric templates against a huge collection of data.

\[ FAR(\%) = \frac{\text{number of fraud accepted samples (FAM)}}{\text{total number of samples}} \times 100 \] (6)

False rejection rate (FRR) is a measure of the chance that the system will wrongly reject a genuine input as a match that doesn’t fit (7).

\[ FRR(\%) = \frac{\text{number of genuine rejected samples (GRM)}}{\text{total number of samples}} \times 100 \] (7)

EER is the value at which FRR and FAR are equal and is obtained by plotting graph between FAR and FRR. TRR and GRR are calculated using (8) and (9). In TRR number of recognized samples is sum of genuine accepted and fraud rejected samples but GRR is calculated only for genuine accepted samples.

\[ T RR(\%) = \frac{\text{number of recognised samples (GAM+FRM)}}{\text{total number of samples (N)}} \times 100 \] (8)

Where N is the total number of comparison samples.

\[ G RR(\%) = \frac{\text{number of genuine recognised samples (GAM)}}{\text{total number of samples}} \times 100 \] (9)

For data collected from wearable sensor for 50 subjects, two files for each of three different walking scenarios (SW, NW and FW) we have total 300 (50*3*2) gait features for one sensor location. So total of 100 gait features of each scenario (e.g. for normal walk sensor at leg have 100 templates) are compared against each other and with other scenario i.e. comparison with walks like slow-slow(S-S), normal-normal (N-N), fast-fast (F-F), slow-normal(S-N), slow –fast(S-F), normal-fast (N-F). In comparison of same sensor location and same walk there are five cases, there are case 0: don’t count (DC), case 1: GAM, case 2: GRM, case 3: FAM, case 4: FRM, DC case is when comparing two similar files because each subject has two files when we compare first file of a subject to the first file of subject it is obvious match. So this case is not counted for metric calculation. Also if there is match between first file of subject to second file this is counted in GAM. So cases 0, 2, 3 are not valid (error matches), FAR and FRR are calculated using FAM and GRM respectively. In comparison with other different walks like), slow-normal(S-N), slow –fast(S-F), normal-fast (N-F) case 0 (DC) will not be there.

Table 2 shows the FAR, FRR, TRR and GRR values with different classifier cutoffs. Consider FW-FW comparison with cutoff 40%, it has FAR of 2.92% which says that 2.92 subjects out of 100 subjects are falsely accepted, FRR of 0.07% means 0.07 subjects which are genuine are rejected, TRR of 97.01% says how efficiently a classifier can classify matches correctly whether it is genuine accepted match or fraud rejected match and GRR of 93% represent the ability of classifier to identify genuine accepted matches. From Table 2, as cutoff percentage increases GRR increases at the cost of increase in sum of errors (FAR+FRR). So classifier cutoff is chosen such a way by having tradeoff between GRR and errors.
4. Results

Figures 11 and 12 shows the recognition rate of all wearable sensors using Hamming method of classification. Figures 13 and 14 shows the recognition rate of all wearable sensors using Manhattan method of classification. Same sensor to sensor walk (like S-S, N-N, F-F) comparison have highest recognition rate value than comparison with other walks (S-N, S-F, N-F). In Figures 11, 12, 13 and 14 shows that Manhattan classifier has better classification results than Hamming method. Sensor located at Pocket and Leg has highest recognition rate than other sensor location. Results in table shows the EER value of different sensors. The EER values ranges from 0.21 to 2.258. Same sensor to sensor walk EER values (for S-S, N-N, F-F) comparison have less error values than comparison with other walks (S-N, S-F, N-F). EER rate of F-F comparison is more than S-S and N-N because when a subject is asked to walk fast, walk becomes unstable. Also among all six scenarios S-F comparison has highest EER as there is template mismatching and comparison between stable (SW) and unstable walk (FW) gives higher EER.
Table 3. EER table of Hamming and Manhattan tables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Hamming</th>
<th>Manhattan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pocket</td>
<td>Leg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-S</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.2700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-n</td>
<td>1.6200</td>
<td>1.6000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-f</td>
<td>1.7900</td>
<td>1.9200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-n</td>
<td>0.2100</td>
<td>0.1700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-f</td>
<td>1.3600</td>
<td>1.5000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f-f</td>
<td>0.2400</td>
<td>0.2600</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figures 15, 16 shows the results of Manhattan and Hamming methods for six different walk scenarios for which comparisons are done TM, mean and median cycles respectively. Table 3 shows the EER values, whose range is from 1.2287 to 4.0643. EER values of mobile data are more than wearable sensors data.

In real life people hold/place their phones in different location on body such as (pocket, hand, suit case etc...). Figure 17 shows the comparison results of GRR for 23 participants’ data of mobile, wearable sensors at hand, pocket and bag. Even though mobile data have more or same wearable sensors recognition rates, mobile data has more EER values. Smartphone’s have accelerometers that are good enough to detect human gait with slight modification on their frequency range and sensitivity of sensor. Although investigations are going on extensively in this field of research, an attempt to include comparison of different techniques and that to taking into account different walking scenarios was never seen before. This paper will give insight into how different walking posters will affect the gait recognition of different sensors.

Table 4. Mobile data EER rate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Hamming</th>
<th>Manhattan</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trimmed mean</td>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-S</td>
<td>1.6068</td>
<td>1.7013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s-n</td>
<td>3.5917</td>
<td>3.6389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-n</td>
<td>1.7486</td>
<td>1.7958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n-f</td>
<td>3.5917</td>
<td>3.6389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f-f</td>
<td>1.3233</td>
<td>1.2287</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Human gait is affected by many factors, and changes in the normal gait pattern can be transient or permanent. The factors can be of various types:

- **Extrinsic**: Several extrinsic factors such as terrain, footwear, clothing, cargo(luggage).
- **Intrinsic**: Intrinsic factors are sex (male and female), weight, height, age, etc.
- **Physical**: Physical factors such is the weight, height, physique
Psychological: Psychological factors are the type of personality, emotions

Physiological: When talking about is physiological anthropometric characteristics

Pathologic, pathological factors can be for example trauma, neurological diseases, musculoskeletal, psychiatric disorders

Intrinsic factors such as age, height and weight are also analyzed in our work.

The entire sample was divided into three equal groups as shown in Figure 18 for comparing wearable sensors for different weight range. And it was found that the average TRR for range of 50 to 58 Kg is more than other two ranges.

![Figure 18. Average GRR (of six scenarios) value of wearable sensor data comparison for different weights range](image)

For sensors located at leg, pocket and hand the average GRR value falls with increase in age group, while for sensors located at upper pocket and bag, the GRR value doesn't follow any trend. In general, average recognition rate decreases as age increases, which has been explained by Richard W. Bohannon [25] in his work. Many other physiological factors like brain stability, thoughts etc. changes as age increases (Figure 20). Weight and height factors are studied as shown in Figure 18 and Figure 19 respectively. Different walks had different energy of signal which can be used for activity recognition. Even though three walks have different energies, they have more or less same gait features in common.

5. Conclusion

Our future work needs to give emphasis to increasing the number of participants in the experiment to about 120-150 because the number of participants affect the calculated recognition rate by a great deal and helps in making the calculations accurate. Time elapsed and activity recognition are some other factors that will have to be pondered over. This research will provide us with an idea of how changes in subject’s daily routine affect the rate of recognition. How a person walks can vary depending on different parameters such as footwear, type of clothing, with or without luggage, walking surface and terrain, human factors; thus the above mentioned issues needs to be looked into further. Our research needs to be further extended to include other types walking patterns including running, climbing stairs up/down, jumping and sitting. The smartphone data used in the study was exclusive to one smartphone and one data processing software. More work is to be done on this part. Data from different smartphones having a variety of built in accelerometers and using some other data processing software. Effect of Gait difference of same height subjects with different weight and effect of load are also to be studied further. Insight was also provided on how other co parameters affect the gait recognition of the sensors.

![Figure 19. Average GRR (of six scenarios) value of wearable sensor data comparison for different heights range](image)

![Figure 20. Average GRR (of six scenarios) value of wearable sensor data comparison for different heights range](image)
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